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Abstract 

Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space, and 

 KKT :  a multivalued nonexpansive mapping. We prove that the sequences of Noor 

iterate converge to a fixed point of T. This generalizes former results proved by Banach 

convergence of Noor iterates for a multi-valued mapping with a fixed point. We also 

introduce both of the iterative processes in a new sense, and prove a convergence theorem 

of Noor iterates for a mapping defined on a noncompact domain. 

Keywords: Multivalued mappings; Fixed points; Noor iterates; uniformly convex Banach 

space 

 

1. Introduction 

Let K be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space X.A mapping 

KKT :  is said to be nonexpansive if 

                                          ,yxTxTx                For all Kyx ,  
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It has been shown that if X is uniformly convex then every nonexpansive mapping 

KKT :  has a fixed point (see Browder [2], cf. also KirK [3]). In 1974, Ishikawa [4]  

introduced a new iteration procedure for approximating fixed point of pseudo-contractive 

compact mapping in Hilbert space as follows. 

                   ,0],)1([)1(1  nTxxTxx nnnnnnnn   

Where { n } and { n } are sequence in [0, 1] satisfying certain restrictions. Note that the 

normal Mann iteration procedure [5], 

                                       ,0,)1(1  nTxxx nnnnn   

Where { n } is a sequence in [0, 1], is a special case of the Ishikawa one. For a 

comparison of the two iterative processes in the one-dimensional case, we refer the reader 

to Rhoades [6]. For more details and Literature on the convergence of Ishikawa and Mann 

iterates we refer to [7-14]. Recently, Sastry and Babu [1] introduced the analongs of Mann 

and Ishikawa iterates for nonexpansive mappings whose domain is a compact convex 

subset of a Hilbert space. In this paper, we generalize results of Sastry and Babu to 

uniformly convex Banach spaces. We also introduce both of the iteration processes in a 

new sense, and prove a convergence theorem of Mann iterates for a mapping defined on a 

noncompact domain. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

Let X be a Banach space, K be a nonempty, convex subset of X, and T be a self map of K. 

Three most popular iteration procedures for obtaining fixed points of T, if they exist, we 

defined Noor iteration as follows:                                                                                                               

        Noor iteration [17], defined by 

                                   ,1, 11 nnnnn TyxxKx     

                                   ,1 nnnnn Tzxy    

                                    ,1,1  nTxxz nnnnn   
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Let X be a Banach space. A subset K is call proximinal if for each Xx , there exists an 

element Kk such that 

                                                        .:inf),(),( KyyxKxdistkxd    

It is well known that every closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space is 

proximinal. We shall denote by )(K  the family of nonempty bounded proximinal subset 

of K. Let H (. , .) be the Hausdorff distance on )(K , i.e., 

                               ,)(,,}),(sup,),(sup{max),( KBAAbdistBadistBAH

BbAa





  

Where  BbbaBadist  :inf),( is the distance from the point a to the set B. 

A multivalued mappings )(: KKT   is said to be a nonexpansive if 

                               .,),( KyxallforyxTyTxH   

 A point x is called a fixed point of T if .Txx the existence of fixed points for 

multivalued nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach space was proved by 

Lim [15]. From now on, X stands for a uniformly convex Banach space and F(T) stands for 

the fixed point set of a mapping T. 

Definition 2.1 ([1]) Let K be a nonempty convex subset of )(:, KKTX   a 

multivalued mapping and fix 

 .)(TFp  

The sequence of Mann iterates is defined by ,0 Kx                                                   (A) 

                          ,0,]1,0[,)1(1  nyxx nnnnnn   

     Where nn Txy   is such that ,),( nn Txpdistpy   

   The sequence of Ishikawa iterates is defined by ,0 Kx                                                 (B) 

               0,]1,0[,)1(  nzxy nnnnnn   
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   Where nn Txz   is such that ,),( nn Txpdistpz   and 

                                ]1,0[,)1( '

1  nnnnnn zxx   

         Where nn Tyz '  is such that .),('

nn Typdistpz   

   The sequence of Noor iterates is defined by ,0 Kx                                                           

(C)    

                             0],1,0[1  nzxz nnnnnn   

             Where  ,, nnnn TxpdistpzthatsuchisTxz   

                              0,]1,0[,1 '  nzxy nnnnnn   

             Where   andTzpdistpzthatsuchisTzz nnnn ,,''   

                            ]1,0[1 "

1  nnnnnn zxx   

            Where  nnnn TypdistpzthatsuchisTyz ,""  . 

Lemma 2.2. [1] Let  n , {  n} be two real sequences such that 

(i) 0 ≤ ,n  n < 1,  

(ii)  n →0 as n→∞ and 

(iii)   .nn  

Let  n  be a nonnegative real sequence such that   nnnn  )1(  is bounded. Then 

 n  has a subsequence which convergence to zero. 

Lemma 2.3.  Let n , {  n} ,  n  be  real sequences such that 

(i) 0 ≤ ,n  n < 1, 1n  
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(ii)  n →0, 0n  as n→∞ and 

(iii)   .nnn   

Let  n   be a nonnegative real sequence such that   nnnn  )1(  is bounded. Then 

 n  has a subsequence which convergence to zero. 

Lemma 2.4. Let X be a Banach space. Then X is uniformly convex if and only if for any 

given number ρ > 0, 

The square norm 
2

.  of X uniformly convex on ,B  the closed ball centered at the origin 

with radius ;  namely, there exists a continuous strictly increasing function 

    ,0,0:  with 0)0(   such that       

                            ,)1()1()1(
222

yxyxyx    

 For all ].1,0[,,  Byx  

 

3.  Main results 

 

Theorem 3.1. Let K be a nonempty compact convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach 

space X. Suppose that a nonexpansive map )(: KKT   has a fixed point p. Let  nx  be 

the sequence of Noor iterates defined by (C). Assume that 

(i) 1,1,0  nnn   

(ii) andnn 0,0    

(iii)    .nnn  Then the sequence  nx  convergence to a fixed point of T. 

Proof. By using Lemma 2.4, we have 
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(1) 

                   
2

"2

1 )1( pzxpx nnnnn    

                                        "
2

"2
)1()1( nnnnnnnn zxpzpx    

       "22
)1(),()1( nnnnnnnn zxTpTyHpx  

 

       ,)1()1( "22

nnnnnnnn zxpypx              
 

      (2) 

                       
2

'2
)1( pzxpy nnnnn    

                                        '
2

'2
)1()1( nnnnnnnn zxpzpx    

        '22
)1(),()1( nnnnnnnn zxTpTzHpx  

 

                                                                   ,)1()1( '22

nnnnnnnn zxpzpx  
 

       
 

      (3) 

                       
22

)1( pzxpz nnnnn    

                                         nnnnnnnn zxpzpx   )1()1(
22  

         nnnnnnnn zxTpTxHpx   )1(),()1( 22

 

                                                                    ,)1()1(
22

nnnnnnnn zxpxpx  
 

    

From (1)  , (2) and (3),  we get 
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(4) 

                           .)1(
22

1 nnnnnnnn zxpxpx     

Therefore 

                 .)1(
2

1

2
pxpxzx nnnnnnnn    

This implies 

   





1

2

1 .)1(
n

nnnnnn pxzx  

Hence by Lemma 2.3, there exists a subsequence  
kk nn zx   of  nn zx   such that 

  0
kk nn zx as k  and hence 0

kk nn zx , by the continuity and strictly 

increasing nature of  . By the compactness of K, we may assume that 
knx → q for some q 

Є K. Thus 

),(),(),( TqTxHTxxdistxqTqqdist
kkkk nnnn   

                    .0  kasqxzxxq
kkkk nnnn  

Hence, q is a fixed point of T.  Now on taking q in place of p, we get that  qxn   is a 

decreasing sequence by (4). Since 0 qx
kn  as k , it follows that  qxn   

decreases to 0.    
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